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I see that there is a bird in a cage and it has been hit. Limping and struggling it
does not know how to go down. It still hangs there to this day, one-winged and
folded, heroic in early daylight, just before rush hour. A martyr, a birthright,
maimed but smiling. It does not seem to know that the point of being in a cage is
to be safe and protected.

Until one day it finds itself altered, somewhere from inside, like an apple
ripening to a palatable scarlet, and no one comes, no one is around. Except the
lark on the mango tree, a scraggly but utterly agreeable-looking fella attuned to
sounds from the shadows and chills in the hollows. When she flies out to meet
him, there will be no turning back.
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Idon’t know how life betrayed my mother but it resulted
in us living together in a small rented house in South
Jakarta the month I started Year 6. I loved my father
but it did not matter, for whatever passed between them
did not change the fact that children under twelve were

deemed better off with their mothers. I heard whispers in my
family that my mother did not deserve me for she had been
unfit in all her given roles—it was only later that I figured that
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it meant as a mother, a wife and a daughter, and not necessarily
in that order.

The first few months, tears were her only real physical
companion. She sat me every afternoon after school next to
a mountain of books but left me for hours to talk into the
phone. She made sure that every two days I ate groovy-
sounding stuff like scallop tempura with wasabi mayonnaise
and pappardelle in pesto sauce culled from glossy cookbooks,
but she would walk away and lock herself up in her room
while I ate away in blasted silence. She turned the TV off
every time people were about to do interesting things to
each other and refused to take me anywhere to do things
that might be of interest to me.

Around this time, I started to draw a scallop tempura and
a pappardelle who lived in a haunted house with their pet
mouse. At first I wanted to give them a pet each, but soon
decided that I would not know how to handle them. I was too
much about being the one thing; I did not have the capacity
for more.
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The scallop tempura of course was the brother I never
had. I drew him with the proper girth you would expect of
a healthy boy, with extra roundness in the lower torso. I
gave him two kind red eyes and occasionally a blue-and-
white striped shirt, the colour of boys.

I expected him to care for me but also to let me get away
with things, a sort of tough love in reverse. It was not that
easy with the wide ribbon noodle for I always had the desire
to draw it either swimming in boiling salted water or slathered
in sauce. I drew it bigger than the scallop tempura so that it
became more real to me.
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Soon it occurred to me, especially after my mother started
to discard fancy food for simple local vegetable recipes, that
being a bigger sister was not all that it was made out to be,
even by default. I was having difficulties finding a story in a
house with no view, no furniture, just food—with a mouse
that seemed increasingly tacked-on rather than a quirk. I
could not find a way to build up anger when there was so
much food around.

The mental block was soon ended by the arrival of the
shiny new supermarket in Pejaten. There, everything looked
several glazes brighter, more dew-dappled than any produce
I had ever seen. It woke up something in my mother and in
no time it became the one place she took me to willingly,
even voluntarily. There is something about supermarkets that
is widely nurturing that the impulse must have felt like a
house point for her: here’s another, for the good mother that
you are.

The suspension of tempura and pappardelle in eternal
gridlock, which had first seemed just as well, soon brought
out the rot in the new situation.

My mother, for instance, would fill her trolley with
imported pears and tangerines she’d only remember she’d
bought two weeks later, after they’d rotted at the bottom of
the fridge, leaking deformity from underneath a squished pack
of six-week-old eggs.

I tried to have tempura and pappardelle look inside
their fridge, but drawing a squished pack of eggs as is did
not convey the sort of sensation, or horror, or history, that
slowly leak back into fact. Or maybe I just was not good
enough at drawing.

Yet I persisted hard, for weeks, with this tack. I had them
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look inside drawers to reveal the disorganised mind of their
mother. I had them look at her barren study at a torn page
because I could not draw dust.

After a while I gave the mouse fangs and pixie ears.

First I intended for it to look like a little leprechaun to
justify him being alive because feeding pets was a mother’s
job. But then it became this thing, which even got me worried:
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But then it just seemed petty and pointless. A mother
was failing her job so a mouse had to starve as a result. There
was only one way to be.

Like this:

Not this:

Further trips to the supermarket showed my mother
pulling out vitamins and beauty products I’d never seen, as if
they were dirt cheap and necessary, and she paid the fortune
that she cried her eyes out for not having.

She would have hardly noticed if I had been spirited
away by a band of terrorists, never to be returned. Instead,
while darting through the aisles she said to the soulless air
that she would make home a home sweet one by having a
home cake day, a home cookie day, a goodness-knows-what-
else day, though in practice she would arrive home so tired
as to be unfit for any day, and our mornings would start
with a spat between our maid Yuni and the neighbourhood’s
vegetable man because on his seventh round the curtain
still had not stirred: no money, no instructions, no word for
the day.

Her betrayal of me made me betray her back when I told
my father he should come to claim me.

I also betrayed tempura and pappardelle by drawing them
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in such lazy whorls and runs that they lost their shape, hence
their story, their reason to live.

But one Saturday morning, when my mother dropped me
off at my father’s place unusually early and without notice, I
found him in bed with a naked woman. She looked nothing
like my mother, was in fact flabby and owlish, and she lay on
my side of the double bed.

Despite his guilt gifts and promises to go roller skating,
golfing, clay-moulding and all those things other members of
the family suggested were not so much my ‘thing’ as what I
had taught myself to think were my ‘thing’, I refused to talk to
my father for nearly a month. When he decided that enough
was enough, he told me that I was going to get a new mother.

As time wore on, my own mother—is there such a thing
as a first mother—had acquired a toughness about her that
seeped through and hardened in me like shellac.
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I started seeing her at the breakfast table, at school talking
to my teachers, and back by the pool at the Mahakam Hotel,
kicking foamy water at me, even at hours so unseemly it would
assure us of no other guests.

 She went to PTA meetings and remembered to bring
home-cooked food to school bazaars. After all, it was her idea
all along, this National Plus, English-speaking school which
my father told me had cost them an arm and a leg, with its
jumbo-sized orange bus and native Indonesian teachers who
spoke worse English than their students. Maybe she felt it was
high time to start acting it.

Not that she seemed to have to try too hard. She had a
prettiness that even my hard-to-please friends found hip—she
wore cutesy tops with spaghetti straps and smooth, tapered,
low-waisted jeans that lengthened her legs no end.

We also started receiving guests at home, adults who
talked to me politely about eleven-year-old things while all
they really wanted was to get my mother on board on things
like “multi-tasking”,  “new age synergy” and “getting paid for
the things you enjoy doing”.

Yuni told me that my mother always left around an hour
after the school bus came to pick me up in the morning.
When she returned, she always had reams of manuscripts in
the fold of her arms. There was colour on her lips, spring on
her feet; a woman festooned with the berry promise of a
second coming.

And along with the laughter came speed lines, zigzags and
speech balloons that communicated what was in my mind so
much better on paper. Before long I had a dozen or more fifty-
page sketch pads chock-full of those swelling lobes pinched at
the ends: my very own, bicep-brawn thought bubbles.
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*****
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Here we are two months into my first year of junior high and
home has the smell of apple and peony from the bathroom
and verbena from our room. My mother has insisted I take up
permanent residence in my own room, which she’s done up in
an appealing shade of cream. But sleeping alone, I tell her in a
tone that turns her into jelly, is not for children of divorce.

So her room becomes our room, and I see how she rises
to music and sunlight, each morning a charged, changed
woman. Meanwhile, the kitchen continues to release
garlicky and sesame-oily aromas so refined into the
neighbour’s garden, prompting unbelieving whispers of a
harmonious half-household.

By then we have learned not to take words to heart, so
sometimes we go out biking in pretty pairs, walking the rabbits
out for cheap thrills, and stopping for a chitchat with the
women at the warung, trying to relate to their problems with
errant husbands, price hikes and children left behind in the
kampung, until their male kin come to take their place at
nightfall and gamble away their savings into the wee hours of
the morning. Even if she looks like she does not belong, my
mother is very good at this. People call ‘this’ ‘empathy’. It has
even been suggested that she is so good at this thing that she
attracts trouble sooner than we can say “shit”.

Until that Thursday afternoon, that is, when Rizal Basri
comes to visit.

He is bantamweight, quite a bit older than my mother,
the colour of light honey. Under rolling waves of black hair,
only the temples are shot with grey; his face is florid and
disconcertingly crease-free, as if forever fresh from a facial. I
suppose he is what my principal would call an older, good-
looking man. I overhear her talking like that to her staff during
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recess, about one of the teachers whom everybody suspects of
having an affair with a parent.

My mother certainly seems to think the same way;
whenever she looks at him, her eyes are wobbly with swoon.

Rizal wears matte ties that he pries loose at the sight of
my mother, as if beckoning her into the closing distance.
She certainly submits to it. But then one day Yuni pulls me
aside between the drinks—my mother always offers him
alcohol—and tells me that she has seen him on TV a lot,
which can only be a bad thing. When he shakes my hand for
the first time, he has the smooth, practised ease of a talk
show host.

Since that day, Rizal Basri comes to visit almost every other
day. I begin to notice that he does everything my father doesn’t:
bring flowers, listen to my mother, drive a shiny black Cherokee.
He tries his level hardest with me too, teaching me sign numbers,
buying me sketching pens and paintbrushes, and trying to get
my school friends’ names and relationships right.

This goes on until I realise that he is about the only guest
we receive these days. Often I catch my father telling my
mother at the butt end of our monthly dinner as parents and
child, “Never thought you would fall for a metrosexual piss-
head like him.”  But all that does is to remind me why my
mother left my father in the first place: “How can anyone just
accept this bizarre term ‘metrosexual’ and use it shamelessly
in daily conversations?” she would fume during our ride home.

But by this time, our metrosexual guest of honour also
seems to be receiving more and more phone calls from the
outside world, perhaps precisely on account of him being a
metrosexual icon, and while I am not sure whether this has
anything to do with my mother’s increased mood swings, she
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certainly is not as honey-gluey as before.
Sometimes he would amble outside and talk on his spiffy

cellphone so long that the rest of the evening he and my mother
would talk low and dark over the dinner table and I am the
least surprised as to why the air between them is full of splinters.

In one of my picture stories I draw him like a large leg of
lamb with my mother’s face imprinted on it. It hangs on a
giant hook in the kitchen. The murky blood oozing is hers.

My mother finds it one morning among the chaos that is
my desk drawer and takes it away. She does not rip it apart.

Another morning, my mother wakes up before daybreak
and announces that she and Rizal are going to look over a
house in Bintaro. She has snapped out from her long, black
look and hums something tonal as she puts on make-up.

“Why?” I ask. Compared to Cipete, with its pocket houses
and yards of unbidden surprises, Bintaro is a wasteland of young
colourless couples and faux everything. As usual I hear this
from somebody else, also an adult, this time my own class
teacher, who lives in Bintaro and knows. I tell my mother what
my teacher thinks, without giving her copyright.
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“What do you know of faux anything?” my mother retorts,
“The place has lots of greens, and parks where children can
play.” “But it’s dry land. Flat and arid,” I say. She looks at me
unbelievingly. “Well, we might all move there soon.”

“Who’s we?”
“You, me and uncle Rizal.”
“You’re going to marry him?”
She does not answer but her eyes shine like the pebbles in

Hiroko’s house—the black ones in the little Japanese garden
outside her room where we throw frangipani petals for good
luck and families reunited.

One night when I cannot sleep I find myself drawing a
blurred world, with a woman on the bank of a stream looking
into the water, mist filling the middle ground, and three black
pebbles in the foreground. I try to do more, put a mountain, a
wall, birds that seems to float and fog out of the grey-green,
but it does not work out. I want the pebbles to be understood
without understanding themselves why.
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But soon I leave this one also, for I hate acting on impulses
that have anything to do with Hiroko. We compete so in school
and rumour has it that she may win the school’s Best Artist
Award for the ambitious Japanese cartoon series she did for
U.N. Day that was so overrated, that I refuse to think of
expressing feelings so valuable to me in her native idioms even
if she has gone quite the pop way. Besides, my mother thinks
there is no real art there—just a bunch of pixie-faced, far too
beautiful people all looking the same, the way too much of
the same thing can wash almost any art clean.

At school, though, in my art class, we are learning about
Picasso and how he is the master of metamorphosis. The
first time I learned this word was of course in science class
in primary school. I learned this word as the changing forms
of a single animal.

What is so great about Picasso is that he was more capable
than nature of breeding so many sequences of identity out of
one given shape: a bone into a baboon’s head into a car into a
horse into a woman.

I find myself stuck on this idea for weeks. I give myself an
apple to work with, a simple single apple that I turn into a
pear into a cantaloupe into a durian.
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But then the problem is always that I cannot seem to break
away from matter: fruit stays fruit no matter its shape its size
its colour. And soon I learn that the point about
metamorphosis, about art, or perhaps about why Picasso is so
great, is that it is all about transforming something into
something that it is not.

All fired up, I try to start with my own face and see where
it leads to.

It turns into a flower into a tricorne hat into an oar
into a trombone.

Then I ask my art teacher what to do when what I want to
do is to end up with my mother’s face via my father via my
grandmother whom I no longer see. But to construct, she
replies, is to see, while it seems clear that I also choose what
to see.

Some weeks have passed and I find myself sitting in the
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back of Rizal’s Cherokee, passing rows of cut-and-paste houses
on barren land.

“Faux houses,” I say, with feeling.
On a side street, a hundred metres from a giant golden

arch, that portal to the temple of fast food, is the house meant
for us. It is painted a dull light green—“duck’s egg green,” my
mother proffers cheerfully—and looks about as sturdy as
cardboard. For a while we sit, him proudly at the wheel,
looking at the house and the spindly trees and the wilting
cannas. All around, I see the same no. 3 prototypes: “three
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a kitchen with an island, and a
backyard,” he quotes from the tacky developer’s brochure.
Bad designs always imitate one another without much talent.

We step in. The asymmetry of each room seems less a
design statement than poor architecture. The bathrooms are
tiled, smelling like bleach. The walls are painted the same
duck’s egg hue, with shy leak stains fraying into the colour of
moss. My mother stops in the kitchen, a broad one with the
island, trying to rein in her panic. The cabinets, with their
cheap greenish glass, are heavy, faux rustic. I can hear her
mind whirring, where will all my IKEA go?

Then I see the room slated for me. It is pink, or trying to
be, with a window looking out into somebody’s back garden.
The plants are fake and dusty. The curtain, with its pink polka
dots, is also fake and dusty. When I open the wardrobe, more
dust greets me, revealing a sticker of the popular preacher Aa
Gym smiling the smile that bid people to him as though they
were soupless and he a kitchen. All the while, Rizal walks
about from room to room as if he’d gotten my mother’s signature
on the contract, the swaggering airhead, so arrogant in his
conquest of our lives, yet knowing so little of us.
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I tell them I want to puke.
Half an hour later, over the added insult of a Big Mac, I

call my father and ask him to pick me up in the afternoon.
“Let’s go skating. Or bowling. I don’t care, let’s just do
something.” He ends up taking me to a very funny movie
with talking seafood in it.

Then he offers dinner at this Japanese place we used to go
to every week when my mother was still his wife. It is tucked
in somewhere in the seedy part of Blok M, the part that rises
at night, where you can huddle up in low light, low but true,
and dig into pregnant fish, horsemeat and beef that tastes like
sea bass.

My mother used to be a hit with the Japanese chefs behind
the grill counter. Whenever she came in, they bowed and
mumbled what seemed like friendly words. When she went
out, they muffled their stock goodbye—the hoarse one that
comes as though from the guts and often frightens children
like me—as if in respect to something she had probably written
or told them somehow.

But that was the past so I insist to be taken back to “his
place”. My father doesn’t seem too happy. After some fat and
ominous sighing, he calls home to inform his new wife that
her stepdaughter is coming to dinner.

When we get there, the place has changed. The herbal
tea and gourmet coffee on the white planks by the dinner
table are no more, my mother’s epicurean earth replaced by
generic shine, reflected starkly on the new tiled floor and
formica. The bookshelves, stripped of books, are groaning
under the weight of other preoccupations. All my mother’s
plain shades have taken on patterns, as if trying to rewrite
history on the cheap.
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I try to get into my old room. It is locked. I go into my
father’s room without preamble, trying the door from there.
The door my mother had insisted upon when I was coiling in
her belly. It is also locked. The room, once a haven of spare
eloquence, is now cluttered and flocked; the marital bed now
faces the wall where the wardrobes used to be. The stretch of
marigold covering it is quilted at the edges. I am angry.

My father runs after me. I turn around, tug at his shirt, a
shirt my mother bought him, and look at him—what the hell?
He smells different, of clove, cheap talc and the staleness of
his car’s AC—what, he smokes? I say I want to stay the night.

At that instant, my stepmother bundles out of the
bathroom. She is wearing a slip dress that she seems to have
thrown on at the last minute. Her face is all puffed up, and I
see for the first time how her eyes are very small, almond that’s
not quite almond, thumbnail is probably the word, gazing at
me through narrow and diffident slits.

“Hello, dear,” she manages, angling for a hug. I smile an
automatic stepdaughter smile, but not before—

“Your room is being renovated,” she says.
“Ya?” I say. “Why?”
Then I know why. I look again at her and I know she is

pregnant. I look at my father with hurt eyes. I know too that
they will have to make something for me out of the extra
room across the hall, the room nobody steps into, the room
where two of our dogs had died in writhing pain, like my
mother, like myself, the only difference being that we were
cast out to start anew.

So I fake a breakdown. A huge breakdown that gets them
all frazzled and upset, and then I find out she doesn’t even
know how to ignite the fire on the stove at which my mother
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taught me to bake brownies.
I go home that night and cry into the damp of my mother’s

nightie; she smells like grapefruit and two days’ tears. The arm
that cradles me smells faintly like baby food and dry mascara.
But at least that’s what she’s always smelled like.

I have stopped drawing. My mother has never felt so real
to me for a long while and I want only to be with her, hold her
close to me.

*****

Until recently, that is: when she starts coming home late. At
first it seems a trifling matter, but not when she begins to dis-
appear: three or four hours on week nights, and then near-
whole days during school break. All that fussing, high prom-
ises, the trill of fear—though of what I do not know—like
fuzzy stumps on her voice.

And then there’s that new smell on her.
At first it smells like salt, damp and slightly rancid. When

she lies next to me, often in the wee hours of the morning, her
breath warm and briny, I think raw, inflamed, pervading, like
fish out of the sea. “Mummy, you smell like squid,” I say, to
which she would flinch, coquettishly, while her cheeks go red.
Is that what she is afraid of?

Yet, as ever, she doesn’t just leave. She leaves, like a ship,
a growing vista in her wake. Later, when I am no more this age
and have more words in my possession, I would see her as an
epic woman trapped in an airtight balloon.

But her betrayal of me does not match his betrayal of her,
for one day not long after yet another trip to Bintaro, in which
she’s loaded half of the contents of their kitchen into the back
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of her Honda, he tells her that he cannot leave his wife and
his young child, and looks down while she stands there,
white as death, her eyes blackening like plumes as she tries
to hold steady against her own trembling, knowing that
anger has no future.

In the three months she locks herself inside the house he
does not budge. She disconnects the landline, eats only bananas
and crackers, and drinks gin with everything around the clock.
He still does not budge. Come nightfall, she alternates gin
with something out of a shapely bottle kept cool in the top
shelf in the pantry, loading it down with ice cubes. She spends
so much time in bed, indeed spends her time only in bed,
while I fetch and carry and begin to wilt too with the tears and
the silence.

I start to miss my grandmother terribly but the brutal words
that have passed between them have ruled her out of my life.

I gave you my all. She said it simply, with hollow eyes.
But I did not ask you to.
Their eyes met one last time.
Maybe you should take your all away. This is where we part.

*****

A year later I am in my third year of high school and my
mother is an ardent consumer rights advocate. She works regu-
lar, sometimes long hours and forever gets quoted in a par-
ticular newspaper.

“That’s just how it is,” she explains. “Every newspaper has
its favourite sources.” Our house has become a locus of activity
where my mother’s colleagues start to spill in after nine and
gather around the low table far into the night in an orgy of
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splayed legs and cigarette butts.
Life is no more guesswork: the sound of her walking is

now chalk on slate, hard as the grip of her handshake. Even
her voice is new, curt and single-purpose, like the first crunch
of ifu mie: a useful gift of independence, especially on TV.
Finally, she gets to level with Rizal Basri, who quitted his talk
show some six months earlier and seems to have fallen off the
face of the earth.

Rizal: the last of him was a flash of that stupid celluloid
grin, a stink of mediocrity blown up for all to see.

For look at my mother now: a fully plastered wall, no
more cracks and craters, silts and chipped paint. Only hard
surface and a po face.

Then the invitations start to pour in. A seminar here, a
discussion there, a meeting of minds: can you comment/speak/
write us a paper on the commercialisation of living modified
organisms and their effects on us?

I am so proud of her and make no fuss about her weekends
away, the domestic one-nighters. Wherever she goes she is
saving our lives, from McDonald’s fries and MSG to allergens
and bad vegetarian food. She is my personal anti-faux hero.
But the more other people think so along come overseas
invitations, invitations to leave me for many, many days, and
I begin to think twice.

Sometimes, I make a big production of being unhappy.
She just stands there at the door waiting until I defeat myself
with a lowering of eyelids, a gaze that wavers and falters. She
would end up going, of course, and I would have to stay at my
father’s, tickling and tinkering with my bald stepsister and enjoying
the hard time she’s giving her parents. When his wife is not there,
my father says I was a much milder, more agreeable baby.
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One morning my mother decides she is not being fair to
me. Over a half-bowl of muesli soaked in milk and brown
sugar, she says, “You’re going with me to a seminar in London.”

It’s two days into my three-week holidays. She leaves on
the breakfast table a guidebook to London—a children-friendly
version with a close-up picture of a curly-haired, well-guided
girl slurping something cold and frothy.

“What the hell?” I start muttering under my breath,
because hell, I am no more a child. But as I begin to leaf
through the pages I think being a child isn’t such a bad idea.

When my mother comes home, I show her the places I
am interested in. They are either circled or marked with MUST
GOs, multiple exclamation marks and giant ticks: just as a
child would do it. For effect, the Science Museum and the
Natural History Museum get three keen YESes, but it’s actually
Trocadero and the London Zoo that I must go to or die.

So there is a life after all.

*****

On the day we leave Jakarta the sky is electric blue, punched
white with bulbous clouds. Nobody sees us off at the airport,
wishing us joy and a safe return. It’s just the two of us.

When we arrive at Heathrow, we are greeted by two of the
oddest-looking people I have ever seen. The thirty-something
man-woman-child has a bacon pink complexion, and an oafish,
yellow-toothed grin that nearly makes up for the rest of his features.
The woman vaguely looks like Kristin Scott Thomas, which can
never be a bad thing, except that she has a chipped front tooth
and a single crawly line of eyebrow.

It is quite plain that they like me (they both muss up my
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hair and call me “love”), and admire my mother. They keep
quoting her work, the translated version I guess, as she
struggles to keep up with their unbroken ranting in her own
tumbledown English. They tell her that the rest of the “Asian”
contingent has arrived; how “super” it is, being “the best of the
lot”, to be fashionably late. Oh, and to have a kid in tow too.

They pack us into a cramped car whose make eludes me,
in which flannel and wool predominate. It smells like that
too, old and stale. I roll the window down without asking; the
cool air slaps me like a sudden candied hope. Hints of green
distances peer from the edges of my vision. It is clear that the
England I have known throughout my reading life is not the
one towards which we’re slurring.

 Three-quarters of an hour and we get to this hotel in
Shoreditch. “It’s close to the East End, but not as scummy,”
one of them explains mirthfully. “The White Cube Gallery is
nearby, on Hoxton Square. Lost much of its edginess but not
its edge.” They laugh, an insider’s joke.

The woman, by the way, is very strong; she hauls my
mother’s suitcase in one sweep while the man-woman-child
drags mine like a one-legged midget as he rattles on about the
rag trade, Indian restaurants and “creative juices” farther east—
“a cacophony of sights and smells”. I look around for a porter
but there is none.

My mother seems not only to appreciate the location,
but also is intimate with its history. “This is where new art
starts before it gets to the high street,” she tells me. “If we
have enough time, we should walk around. We can go to
Herbal Linea, browse at this really funky bookshop called
bookartbookshop, eat at Viet Hoa Café north of the bridge,
on Kingsland Road.”
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She has that pebbly, faraway look again. I think about my
zoo, the landmarks, my grand tour plans: “How far is this place
from Big Ben?” I ask, inviting, in a fleeting moment, what I
later know might have been a struggle to conceal from me on
the part of our hosts the emotion that a foreigner’s unfamiliarity
arouses, whatever that emotion is, whether mockery, contempt
or even pity.

My mother hangs on to her timetable all the way up to
our room on the second floor, as if on to dear life. There are
initials and phone numbers scribbled on it. She looks a bit
pale and flaky around the brows and the nose, and cannot
wait, it seems, to shake Tweedledum and Tweedledee off our
backs. The room is small. The heater is blowing something
sad and musty.

Our sensitive hosts leave us to rest and freshen up; they
say they will be downstairs at six to take us to the opening
night. When we’re finally alone, my mother throws herself
onto the springy bed. It goes “ping”. She motions me close.
“Isn’t this wonderful?” she sighs. “Hotels in Europe are small,
darling. You’ll get used to it. Besides, we’re not paying.”

She lights a cigarette while watching me as I nimbly unload
my luggage in search of my diary.

“I’m very happy you’re here with me, sweetie,” she says,
solemnly now. “You just don’t know how worried I’ve been,
all these years. About never being able to take you anywhere.”

She seems sincere enough, even if the way she holds her
cigarette is more pomp than circumstance. I just nod while
she crackles on. I suppose power gives off a sense of well-
being, dilutes all fears—of not having enough, of wanting,
maybe of being alone.

I start to write in my diary while she settles back into her
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reverie. I think of writing to Hiroko, who is supposedly in Tokyo,
but the difference is that she is actually back home with her
extended family while to me home is starting to feel as familiar as
not-home, so I start to write “Dear Hiroko” as if she were my
diary. But then I stop as words jam from a lack of story.

I look up at my mother and see how her beauty, too often
tightening into the pinched petulance of the wilful woman, is
now vulnerable, flush with possibility, like the empty page of my
sketch pad. How about fear of not being good enough for me?

I end up sleeping the rest of rest time. When she shakes
me awake, she is already dressed: a simple black cocktail dress
which accentuates her slim waist and long neck, a single strand
of pearls. Sheaves of paper previously strewn on the bed have
been punch-holed back into their folder. She helps me primp,
puts powder on my face, a dab of rouge.

Bless their souls, the dynamic duo is true to its word; in
no time we are all back into being booted to bits in a hellhole.
The woman, who drives, spends a lot of time looking over her
shoulder just to make sure I am comfortable. I see how they
have tried to clear up some space in the back seat. At that
moment I feel a rush of tenderness as the car trundles past
quirky streets, an effusion of Indian and Bangladeshi restaurants
and silver cherry remix boutiques as we make for the City.

“This area was once a Jewish ghetto. It’s only in the ’60s
that the Bangladeshis started coming in,” says the man-woman-
child, who wears a V-neck sweater without a shirt. He says
“Bangladeshis” as if we should be contented.

On Commercial Street, my mother’s back goes ramrod
straight. She brightens up at the sight of a beautiful old
building bordered by bright yellow red signs with a bold
green S—for Spitalfields.
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“This is a market, sweetie. The design is Victorian. You
can find everything inside—ethnic foods, fresh bread, crafts,
second-hand clothes, lovely handmade toys. You’ll love it.
We’ll try to go there on Sunday, okay?”

As the only markets I have seen are barely designed and
sell only fruits, vegetables, fish and foodstuff only Yuni goes
out to buy, I nod enthusiastically. Directly across it I see a
church with an outsized tower and an impressive spire. The
portico, with its four fat chunky columns, is more like an
entrance to a palace than a house of prayers: not my usual
church either.

“Can we see Buckingham Palace too, mama?”
This time I await that sign from our two new friends,

teasing it out of them, come on, come on, give it to me you
two. But all I get is the same innocent merriment along the
streets of London, missing not even a beat: strangers with clean
minds this time, a ride as knowing as a dream.

But high bohemia gives way to sheer starch the minute
we enter the reception hall, in a grand marbled building on
Bishopgate. I see my mother scan the room with the confidence
of an activist of lost causes or otherwise, a point of view as
well as a source of strength. Everywhere there are people in
black with drinks in their hands; within a minute of registering
her name and being handed a nametag, she is already offered
a glass of dark liquid. She takes it. I get the lemonade.

We start walking, blurring into the crowd. A large screen
shows illustrations of Sumerians turning malt into beer;
Mexican Indians who “approximately seven thousand years
ago” discovered what is now known as corn. For a stretch of
such eternity, there does not seem to be much variety in the
subject matter; besides, I can do better corn drawings, in
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brighter yellow with nicer brown stalks.
Fast-forward to the twentieth century: documentary reels

of Dr Fleming and his penicillin, the Green Revolution, the
discovery of insulin, gene chips, PCRs, the cloning of mammals.

“What is it exactly that you are against?” I ask my mother.
“Genetic modification, darling. Altering nature. Putting

unnatural things into our bodies. Playing God. That is what
this whole thing is all about.”

I try to digest this as she begins to draw high, sliding hellos
from different directions. “Oh, how wonderful to have you
here. All ready for tomorrow’s seminar?” “I’ve read your paper.
It’s brilliant. You’re just not giving those RGS advocates the
time of day, are you?” “Aren’t you afraid of the big boys’ lobby?
Word has it that they have your minister of environment in
their pockets. Oh, and is this your daughter? How splen-did.”

The screen is now showing dying babies and crying
mothers. It tells us that the annual infant mortality rate stands
at two million and that two billion of the world’s population
die of anaemia each year. A man fills the screen: he is elegant
and fine-boned, cutting an ironic swath through the emaciated
communities he is trying to make us feel bad about. He then
starts talking about a new strain of rice boosted with Vitamin
A and iron that would be the answer to the “problems of
mankind”.

“What happened to good old carrots?” cackles the fiery,
well-dressed woman next to my mother, “such gall.” Everyone
bursts out laughing. “A brotherhood of marginals,” I hear
someone whisper. A blonde woman, I cannot make out her
accent, interjects: “Oh, and that shit about phytate? What a
crock of bull. If it’s true that normal rice prevents us from
absorbing iron, why do the Japanese live to be a hundred?”
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Isn’t that supposed to be thanks to fish? My mother,
despite her nods of tipsy assent, seems remote. Her eyes are
darting this way and that.

“Are you against this too?” I tug at my mother’s arm.
“This—” I squint at the screen, “—Golden Rice thingy.”

“Yes, of course, it is all over my paper.”
“But wouldn’t that be great for someone who doesn’t like

carrots?”
That gets her attention, even if only for a while.
“That is not the point.” Her lips narrow into that familiar

straight line. “There are many other good sources of Vitamin
A, and you would do well to eat them.”

As I try to remember what those other sources are,
something washes over her eyes and she seems to have found
it, the Thing. It is the backside of a man, a rather handsome
one in a way that makes you will him to turn around, to assure
you that he looks just as good from the front. I see a good
head of silvery grey, in frame with the long, sturdy neck, his
shoulders heaving theatrically when he nods. His sports blazer
falls into easy symmetry in almost coquettish indifference.

She nudges me, “Come.” Not a moment too soon, I find
myself being dragged towards him. I hear the name stuck
somewhere in her throat, the brisk clip of excitement.  “Charlie.”
I hear longing in her voice, an uncool, blustery, longing.

When he turns around, he is old. Not very old, but old,
older than my father, older, even, than that lowlife of a talk show
host. That backside makes up for the rest of his years. Quite an
athlete in his days, perhaps, a blend of tautness and spring.

He lights up at the sight of my mother, steps back in grace-
ful appraisal as I see well-mannered gentlemen do in period
dramas when they wish to honour a woman. For God’s sake, I
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can almost hear my mother: in one wild protest, she leaps into
his arms like a child in summertime, and they mesh in a gooey
embrace. He looks, for one cartoonish instant, like a cat that
just got his cream. I am almost convinced.

“By the way, Charlie, this is my daughter. My daugh-ter,”
as if it suddenly occurs to her that he might not understand
what that means. Then she looks at me with a look so clammy
I hardly know her. “Darling, this is my dear, dear friend Charlie
Reardon. He is a very, very clever man.”

I shake hands with him. In a room of supposedly clever
people, how can I be sure if he is the real thing? He has a
surprisingly nice smile, sort of middle-aged and wizened, and
blessedly white. He has a gold ring on his left pinkie.

I look at my mother and wonder whether she notices these
things or pretends they do not exist. In no time he tells me
with a chiclet smile that he will take my mother and me to a
new park where I can go on a gigantic Ferris wheel. He has a
very deep voice. I give my mother a look that says okay, you
win. She gives me the tongue, and for a moment I am
embarrassed for her.

I decide to wander around as she rolls herself some more
around Charlie’s orbit. It is like a scene in a foreign movie, a
wedding reception with no dress code: the pierced and the
tattooed on one side, those they jeer as “knee-jerk liberals”
on the other (which to me look like a lot of tailored greys and
blacks and chic anti-fashion) and the really staid in their jersey
suits with straight, collarless cardigan jackets and short, full-
cut skirts on the far side of the screen, drowning in their own
brand of billowing discontent. There are also women in pared-
down saris, men in full-fledged suits, introducing themselves
to each other and their politics.
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Sometimes, I want to see myself in them, or them in me:
I imagine some guy, a few heads taller tham me, quietly
observing me, guessing my age as he tries to approximate what
goes on behind the folds of my, no, not the usual billowy white
chiffon my mother used to want me to put on whenever there
was a formal occasion, but the sovereign material that kowtows
to the body wanting to be noticed, and being surprised by my
beauty when I turn around to face him full frontal. And by my
voice, practised and in control, like Kristin Scott Thomas’s.

I can even hear fragments of my own voice, and I imagine
it different, no more shrill and hesitant like a child’s. And I
like that we are apart, my mother and I, for she doesn’t have
to protect me anymore. Yet in all that heady mix, everybody
seems to be riding on a second wind of what their lives should
have been ten, twenty years ago—something of a lost world
of un-new ideas. I decide that my mother is beautiful: she flits
in and out, like a bird with no history, belonging only to herself
even if her own self is never whole.

When I come back, she is no more with Charlie only, but
with Charlie and a bunch of other people, mostly Asians.  I
recognise someone, an intense Indonesian woman with long
black hair who once sat on a panel with my mother and talked
an awful lot about people simply refusing to understand their
civil rights.

For a moment I am disappointed that my mother is not
the only Indonesian invited. The woman is saying, “… that’s
the problem with these people. The minute you’re from
Indonesia, you are qualified only to talk about Indonesian
problems.” Her English is better than my mother’s. I glance at
her nametag. Her name is Marina Shihab.

My mother tries to disagree. Maybe it’s a woman or an
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Indonesian thing I am not entirely sure, and at any rate there is
old fart Charlie looking a wee too leeringly at this other woman.

“But it is like that,” insists Marina Shihab. “Suddenly the
only thing they’ll have you talk about is what is happening in
Indonesia like it’s different from the rest of the world.”

“Well, maybe that’s the point of flying us all the way here:
to be told there is something else going on over there. Because
why should they pay to hear something they know already?”
There goes my mother.

“But I want to talk health, ethics, eugenics in a probing,
universal way,” says Marina indefatigably, “and leave case
studies to statisticians.”

Later I learn that she is no writer. She is not even a
statistician, which would have at least been helpful for her
case studies. The reason she gets invited is because she is vocal,
consistent and a woman. So many grants and opportunities
are now being given to women rather than men.

Isn’t that supposed to be good? I ask my mother. Yes, most
certainly, the more women the better, but, you understand,
this is not about who is the best. Are you not the best? A
pause. Yes, I think so. One of the best.

I still grind her about this when we return to the hotel.
She speaks good English, I rattle on. Why is she not one of the
best? My mother has gone into one of her ‘moods’ again.
Speaking good English doesn’t mean anything, she says. But
you insist I learn it well, I reply. She looks at me, frustrated:
So that you become the best and speak good English at the
same time. So that you can go around the world talking about
important stuff in a probing, universal way.

Morning arrives late and cranky, and having had neither
a shower nor breakfast, we find ourselves at the Russell House
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downtown at five past nine. My mother’s session is at ten-
forty-five and her palms are sweaty as she waits for her turn.

The person who introduces her is a stern-looking middle-
aged woman, who lauds her “courage and tenacity in opposing
X company from —”. Her white hair is severely looped back
and beneath her eyes her face is all scrunched up into an
expression of tight derision and I wonder what a woman has
to go through to end up the way she looks. I look around and
do not see Charlie anywhere.

He is still nowhere to be seen when the discussant, a young
Indian man with soulful smoky eyes, takes my mother’s place
at the podium. She looks nervous and fidgety as she listens to
him praise her presentation as an “extremely well-researched
case study,” but one that “lacks theoretical and theological
grounding.”

Are they the same thing? I ask my mother later. By then,
she has grown even more irritable; in the Q&A session, she
calls her discussant a sophomoric elitist brat, whatever that
means, pans Marina, who shores up the sophomoric elitist brat’s
line with a long, rambling, self-important question on
biodiversity, and is on the verge of tears because by the end of
the morning session Charlie Reardon still has not turned up.

At two-thirty, she decides she has had enough. We leave
the seminar room in a blaze of fury, and on the way south, in
an underground ride filled with pale young people staring at
zippy stretches of ephemeral black, she makes at least ten phone
calls out of her twenty-five pound prepaid card, all tense and
botched up, until she gets him on the line. They decide to
meet at a place called Notting Hill. On the heels of this newly
found resolve, she changes back to the loving mother of one.

“Charlie is a very clever man,” she tells me as we sit in
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this sleek glass-fronted townhouse, twirling on a haystack of
cold noodles my mother calls soba. Betrayal indeed is a funny
thing—it seems to come with rewards more loving each time.
She goes on in this mode, pronouncing the soba’s dressing,
which consists of soy, lime, palm sugar and cilantro, “divinely
creative”, though I can only think “sour” as I feast on the high
ceiling fans and large skylights that lend the room an open,
loftlike—and somewhat not very Asian—feel.

“He is also a foodie. You know what a foodie is? Someone
who loves and appreciates the finer side of eating,” she explains
as she tries to focus on the finer side of her dish, which is a
rather lovely quadruplet of fussy sushi rolls jam-stuffed with
salmon, tuna, bits of shrimp tempura, kiwi fruit and something
my mother calls “blood orange” to my endless fascination. “I
learned a lot from him about new cuisine, about hip places
like this, where they mix East and West with such ease.”

“I prefer my noodles warm,” I say earnestly, suddenly
thinking of the sort of noodle soups our home kitchen cranks
out—rich, garlicky broth enhanced with chunky cubes of
kitchen stock, a dollop of sesame oil, a handful of bok choy
thrown in before serving. “Why do you need to know all this
stuff? What else can he teach you that you don’t already know?
I think you are the best cook in the world.”

“But darling, I can’t even begin to tell you how ignorant I
am about gastronomy, about pairing this ingredient and that,
about what works and what doesn’t. Okay, so I cook, but I
cook traditional stuff, you know. Stuff that a million others
cook. Big deal.”

“But you’re the one who taught me to add stuff into
dishes—sweet soy sauce, fish sauce, chilli, lime. Isn’t that being
creative?”
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“Well, not quite. It just means I am not a purist, that’s
all,” she laughs, her good cheer returning, made loud by wine.
Red wine at four p.m.—no doubt this is a foodie thing.

Charlie arrives when we are two spoonfuls into dessert—
palm sugar crème brulée with minted orange on the side for
me, pear carpaccio with gelato for my mother. Today he looks
even older than when I first saw him: a professorially crumpled-
up food activist, twice married with children older than my
mother, cooks inventive dishes, lives all the way in bloody
England and has my mother feeding from the palm of his hand.
That night this is what I draw:

And here’s the caption I would have prepared if anybody
was interested in exhibiting it the way they exhibited how the
Sumerians made beer:

“A dark cloud shrouded in its own secrets, and a ray of
sunshine slicing through it—sweet, young, must be fleeting.”

Anyway. Back to that afternoon: halfway through coffee
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and more wine—dessert wine, he explains like a voice out of
a Discovery Channel documentary, “a fascinating art in
itself”—I am aware that night has descended.

No giant Ferris wheel. No toy theatres, the world’s oldest
teddy bear and dolls the size of children. No five-storey
bookstores with sofas, a meadow of carpet and lots of games
in the children’s section. No chickens and geese pecking and
honking in farms. No ten-pin bowling alley, video games and
kiddie rides.

From behind my pimply florentines, I see their fingers
occasionally brushing as they yabber about things like slow
food and alimentation as an essential part of life.

As I mull over the word “alimentation”, we finally leave
the restaurant, zoom past white houses down through the
Underground, up a busy street and into a department store.
It is getting dark but it’s there, loud and clear, on the gilded
plaque amid the ancient regal decor, a message from heaven:
Children on Four.

My mother, who is by now flushed with anticipation, does
her level best to nod and coo along. But she is clearly
distracted. “Oh, isn’t this wonderful? Isn’t this just so wonderful,
darling?” she flutters stupidly, and so we toddle up the elevator
onto the fourth floor.

But as my eyes begin to feast—merry-go-rounds peopled
with soft cuddly bears, children lounging around a fake
treehouse in a book room filled with sunflower-shaped
cushions, beanbags, and cubby holes—we suddenly drown in
a cloud of women’s shawls and perfume, and suddenly we are
downstairs in the food department.

“Ma!” I tug at her, suddenly clogged up by desperation,
“Did you see the book section? It’s huge.”
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And Buckle My Shoe. Nike. Those padded coats, lined
with flower prints.

That ribbed cardigan trimmed with velvet. Denim dresses,
striped tights, hats, khakis, scarves, sunglasses, sparkly slippers,
bags, bikinis with towelling robes.

Soft T-shirts sitting in organza bags on baskets alongside
fancy dress costumes.

The colours—oh, the colours. Raspberry, mauve, melon,
and such detailing. My vision is getting bleary. The colours
blur into a headache.

“Yes, I saw them, darling, aren’t they wonderful—but can’t
we just do this first? Charlie wants to show me some of the
stuff he uses in his cooking. Look, these are white truffles: you
put this on slices of warm crostini, and eat it just like that.
And get this, darling, some really divine wine.” Meanwhile I
hear him mumble, “… the insidious virus that is the Fast Life”,
“… pleasure is indeed a dubious word.”

Hours go by, it seems, inspecting plump squashes and bell
peppers, resplendent on a designer bale of hay, two rows of
cheese display, custom-aged, gloriously smelly, pungent
indulgences—and, there it is, Charlie’s pride: the gourmet
corner where artichoke “velouté” is poured over miniature
pecorino ravioli, truffle-rich morels are arranged around one
another in an “amuse-bouche”, and logs of silky rabbit terrine
are flavoured with “hyssop”. Delightful stuff, at any rate, but I
am starting to hate the way my mother hangs on to his time
and his every word as if she had no priorities of her own.

A serious effort buys me twenty minutes on the fourth
floor by myself, but as I wind over yards of children’s designer
clothes and beach bum-type labels with seventy-five pounds
in my purse, it just does not feel the same.
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I try to think of the vacant, hang-dry looks of the salesgirls
at home in Sogo, Metro, Millenia as they navigate through
their day, oblivious of their redundancy. I try to remember my
disdain, a dark, secret, ominous rising I am supposed to be
embarrassed about, about making such crass comparisons, but
my wind has been blown off me. Why am I not happy?

Looking up from the yellow mushroom pod, I see children
with their parents, children with a yen for stupid things—
dancing bunnies, kitsch forests with unicorn and swan seats,
Buzz Lightyear and Action Man—and stupid parents who oblige
them at every turn.

My mother has never been this sort of parent and in an
important way I think she has saved me from the curse of the
infinite plenty. My father is not my mother and he does many
things by the book, but children do not compare and
contrast—not when their parents do not do things together.
And at the end of the day, do I really want my Lego empire?
Forsaking Barbie for Hermione, brand names for the hippy
dippy? A child, a child, yet what does that mean?

When they find me, I am in the Starship Troopers area
flipping through a Wonder Woman comic book. My mother
sees through me immediately: “Darling, are you trying to switch
identity or something?” I want to kick her in the shin but
decide I am too hungry after all my soba-wrestling earlier. For
a moment, I hear her pause. It is funny, hearing a pause in
someone’s mind. She registers. She sees it. She knows.

But then Charlie is still there, the old pompous ass. He
hands me a chocolate biscotti, the cheapskate, which I later
flush into the toilet just to add to the insult. There you go, you
old ugly moron, eat your shit out, ha ha. I long to have dinner
with my mother alone. I tell her that.
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Fifteen minutes, and we are in our nearest Tootsie’s to
feed the child in me. Getting rid of Charlie is easy enough,
but the sadness in my mother’s eyes not so. Adult emotions
still do not sit easy with me so I decide to have a blowout—a
symbolic stand-in for my zero purchase at Funland—and tuck
into chicken wings, a rack of ribs and other culinary
unimaginatives, anything to pack the hurt on my mother’s
ideological tastebuds.

Meanwhile, my mother watches me warily over a plate of
salad that brims with avocados, sugar snap peas and crunchy
greens—“a junk salad,” she announces, as if an ode to her lost
evening. She knows I want her to pay.

*****

The next morning I stay in the room watching British TV
with a sitter my mother has arranged with the hotel. It is all
rather rush-rush and undoubtedly expensive, but I really do
not want to hear more talk on GMOs and DDTs.

The sitter is a sad-looking woman with a face like an oatmeal
biscuit who keeps lecturing me on the hazards of the Teletubbies
when in fact I am watching Judi Dench play Queen Victoria, so
half an hour after my mother’s harried departure I do not know
which is worse, transgenic crops or single parenthood.

I begin to count the hours until she will return at one to
pick me up and take me to the zoo.

In the room, meanwhile, hangs this painting that looks
like colours exploding. Surely it cannot be called a painting
at all, more riotous, raging fun. Or lots of paint all over the
place. A mistake. An accident.

I don’t know whose work it is, so fixated I am at the sheer
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build-up of energy upon energy—and this strange humility of
sowing all on one field. As for me, I would not know how to
control the urge to spread sideways.

Intrigued, I tear a page from the hotel’s stationery, which
is bigger than my usual sketch pad, and reach for my
watercolours. I begin, in the middle, with a rich blue, lots of
it. After some sponging and wiping, there is something seriously
gorgeous going on in the way the dodgy dribbles become or
not become another shade, to be met or not met, left alone or
tended by other colours.

For a while, I feel some peace, though once the afterglow of
creation subsides, a new feeling descends. There is something
inadequate, even dishonest, about painting as a vehicle of anger.
I still do not see my mother, my father, Rizal, Charlie or my
stepmother, or anybody that arouses deep feelings in me. All I
see are knots of spaghetti, a smidgen of onyx, muck and vomit.

*****
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One, two, two-thirty and she is not back. The woman tells me
to look at the room service menu (what a disaster of slow
food and gourmet taste!) and there I am, munching fish goujon
and chips while I watch her eat her way through a soggy home-
made sandwich, its squished tomatoes dribbling liquid red onto
her frumpish frock.

An hour later, I call up for sausages and mash and they
come in a river of tasteless gravy. This seems to offend my
hired caretaker greatly, a breed of woman described by my
mother as “miserly” and who probably thinks ordering room
service twice in a day a sin deserving of parental abandonment.

Whiling away time, I flip through my guide, go over every
detailed description of places, and check them against my list
until words dull and wane and hope starts to hurt. When my
mother returns, finally, at ten of four, she does everything but
throw money at the woman and shove her out of the way, and
in between her stricken apologies tells me to hurry up.

On the way, she does not attempt to explain the reason
behind her breach of contract. Instead, she plays hard at being
interested. My eyes are heavy as I try to filter everything
through a blistering fury; the backs of the people on the road
grow neither nearer or further. In between hurt and forgiving
my stomach feels terrible.

By dusk, by the time the animal kingdom teaches us a
lesson or two about savage insouciance, and about a life outside
them, I know we would patch up, pretend I was not wronged
and my mother had not placed me second to tramping away
her life for a balding fruitcake, wash our hands, buy a plastic
otter at the gift shop and be once more fit for things.

Is this how it feels, sadness, what people have likened to a
forgotten bullet lodged inside us?
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Why do I feel cold?
“Look, look, funny monkeys!” I hear my mother at her

spotter’s best as tiny yellow primates with humanoid faces and
lustrous manes gaze at our inadequacies from behind high steel
bars. The big cats are glum and boring—just as the known
world is—as they loll about in the far corners of their
enclosures, thinking us such losers. There are no elephants,
and the penguins are sedate and unambitious as to be too
real. Near the touch paddock, which suddenly feels bawdy
and childlike, a colony of meerkats beckons us on their
treacherous hind legs, singing the song of night.

At the end of a helium balloon ride, which feels okay for
a while, more than okay, like being released from matter and
into the sunset, I still do not feel appeased. For the zoo is
really no. 4 on my list and a suspicion snakes inside that we
are there because it is the only place I am interested in which
she can stand.

I feel angry again and I try to imagine leaving her. I
imagine disappearing into the crowd only to watch her from
afar, by then invisible and stinking rich, watching her shatter
and fray, like a shot brain.

Evening, once more, and I am cheated, once more, from
my idea of a day, divided into two.  The colour is seeping
from the houses, the trees, the cobblestone under my feet.

Back in the hotel it is only five past seven and I think
maybe, maybe, we can rest a little and grab a meal at that
Vietnamese restaurant she cannot stop raving about. Nudge
bittersweet to a truce. My wobbly heart slides into pity for
guilt is too much for her, too much, she’s gone through so
much, while, eyes splintering, I am at a loss as to what to do,
what to do, she’s the only one I’ve got.
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As she slips the glass kettle onto the hot plate and slams
the coffee bag into place, there is a sudden swoosh, and she
jerks back with such force. The whole scene shoots out
straight at my face, everything is annulled, and my mother
is in the corner by the coffeemaker with my head buried in
her heaving chest.

Sorry mummy
Sorry mummy
          Let’s go out mummy
                            Let’s go out and eat spring rolls.
Instead of seeing sunrise on her face, I listen to her tell me

that she already has two tickets for the Barbican (hence the
busted coffee and the frayed nerves and the fevered glancing
at the watch) and while it would be great if I could go, it
would really just bore me to death so how about a Chinese
takeout and a long night of TV with a better sitter this time.

I look at my plastic otter and nearly throw it into her
face. I have no words for this sensation. All the while, she
changes, trembling but deftly, working the buttons of her
blouse, resolute and unstoppable.

But I should know: as they say, there’s no curbing a woman
twice scorned.

Like my mother and her mother before me, our eyes met
and parted.

APRIL 2004
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